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TUE NUMBER OF RATIONAL POINTS ON SOME KUMMER SURFACES.

ANDREY N. TODOROV

INTRODUCTION.

In this article I am going to consider a curve of ginus 2 given by y2=(X-Ql) ... (x-q6)' where

q. EQ. Let J(C) be its jacobian and K(C) is the Kummer surface, i.e. K(C) is the minimal non-
1

singular model of J(C)/±id. It is a weIl known fact that K(C) CCP5. So this embedding dennes

in the usual way the Weil function H, i.e. a height function.

Namely if x=(xo"",xn)ECpll(Q), xi El and g.c.d.(xo, ... ,xn )=l, then

H(x):=m!iJC lXi I· For the definition and the elementary properties of the Weil functioll see [L].
1

It is a weil know fact that #{ xECpll(Q)1 H(x):S;li}<oo.(See[L].) The aim of this note is

to prove the following theorem:

THEOREM.

"Ve have with respect to the Weil functioll on K(C) defined from thc embedding

K(C)(Q)CCP5(Q) the following estimate for big enouph h:
1 1

#{ xEK(C)CCpll(Q)1 I-I(x):S;h}:s;c(logh)2h 2

where c is a positive constant.

The proof of this theorem is based on the observation that K(C) has an clliptic fibration

structure, i.e. there exists a map 71'": K(C)---+Cpl such that the "generic" fibres are non-singular

elliptic curves. More over we prove that there exi~t two sectians 0"0 and 0"1 of this elliptic

fibrations defined over Q which are "independent", Le. the rank of the "Weil-Mordell" group

has rank lover C(t))( C(t))s the field of the rational functions over C). From these facts our
, '

estimates follows almost directlY.

We know that J(C)/±id can be embedded in CP3 and moreover the equation:

(*) A(x4+y4 +Z4 +t4)+B(x2y2+z2t2)+C(x2z2+y2t2)+D(x2t2+y2z2)+Fxyzt=O

with the condition R(A,B,C,D,F):::O, where R is the resultant, defines J(C)/±id. So we can

state the following result: If t.he\ 16 double points on the surface defined in CIP 3 by (*) has

rational coordinates then (*) has an irifinite number lof rational solutiolls.
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Here one should mentioned that Elkies and D. Zagier have proved that the equation

x4+y4 +z4+t 4=O has infinite number of rational solutions. See [E] and [Z).

This note was inspired from eonversations with Yu. Tschinkel at MPI Bonn, who cxplain me

the lectllres of Yu. I. Manin given at I\lIT and the joint work of Tschinkel, Franke and ~1aI1iI1.

In his MIT lectures Manin stated some very interesting conjectures and problems, relating the

asymptotie behaviollr of the counting function with respect to a fixed height fllnction with the

geometry of the variety. Lang was the frst who pointed out the importance of studing the

following problem; Let H be a height fnction on s?me algebraic manifold X defined over a

number field K try to find the asymptotic behaviour of the #{ xEX(K)1 H(X):S;h}. (See [Seh].)

This is an analogue to the \'Veyl problem "can one hear the shape of the drum" in the

formulation oi L. Bers. An~th>er ver~ ~~~utiful book, part of whieh is devoted to the above

problem is Serre's book "Lectures on the Mordell-\Veil Theorem".
\

Let me mentioned that in very few cases ~e have detailed knowledge of the asymptotic

behaviour of the counting function with respect to some height. Schanuel gave an answer to

that problem for pn. (See [S].) Tschinkel, Frank~ and Manin gave very presiee and beautiful
/

answer in the case of G/P, where G is a semisimple algebraic group and P is a parabolie

group. (See [FMT].) Very interes\ing- and beautiful results are stated in the article [BI\1].
'-- ,~ // \

The author want to thanks Max-Plank Institute für Mathematik for financial support and

extremely stimulating atmosphere during the preparation of this article. I want to thank

Batyrev, Tchinkel, Lang and Konzevich for the stimulating diseussion during the preparation

of this note. I want to thanks D. Zagier for giving me his unpublished maniscript.
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Proposition 2.

#1. Elliptic fibrations of K(C).

Proposition l.

The linear system 12CI on J(C) gives a two to one map 1jl12q:J(C)-Cp3. 1jl12q(J(C)) is a

hypersurface of degree 4 which has exactly 16 double rational points.

PROOF: See [G&H] chapter 6.

Q.E.D.

Cor. 1.1. If we blow up the 16 double points on ~12CI(J(C)) we will get K(C).

PROOF: See [G&H] chapter 6.

Q.E.D.

~- () \
;'-,-;\ /"!

/ ~. ~~ ----
Let Al and A 2 are two of..'the double points on ~12C1(J(C)). Let {H t } be the pencil of

hyperplanes in CP3 passing through Al and ~~. Let {E\} be the pencil of curves, where

Et:=HtntPI2Q(J(C)). Let {Et } be the pencil of crves on the K(C), where K(C) is obtained

from ~12Q(J(C)) by blowing up the sixteen double rational points C t is the proper praimage
/

of Et . Then

a) There exists a map 1T: I«C);;--+ClP l such that 1T-
1(t)=Et and for generic t Et is a non-

\ , / \
singular elliptic curve, Le. 1T: K(C)_Cpl defines an elliptic fibration on K(C).

b) The singular fibres of the elliptic fibration are of the following types; 6 singular fibres of

type 12 and two singular fibres of type 16.
c) There exists two sectiolls (jo aod (Tl of thc above defined clliptic fibrartion of K(C) which

are independent over Cpl, Le. they generate the Mordell-Weil group of K( C), if we consider

K( C) as an elliptic curve over Cpl. In other words the rank l\1orclell- \Veil group of K( C) over

C(t).

PrOClf of Proposition 2.a.:

Let Et:=4Jj2Q(J(C»nHtl where Ht ia a generic plane in ClP 3
• Thcn Bertinni t.heorem implies

that generic Et is plane curve of degree 4 with two ordinary singular point, so its

normalization will be an elliptic curve. This follows directly from the fact that the genus of a

non-singular curve of degree 4 is 3. From here it is trivial to see that we get a regular map 11":

K(C)_Cpl. So we get an elliptic fibration.
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Proof of Proposition 2.b.:
/

The best way to study the degenerate fibres is to project tPI2q(J(C)) from the point say Al

onto CP2.· It is not diffieult '1,0 prove that the degree of this projeetion ia two. The projeetion
\ --"" / \just deseribed we will denote by PA .-./From here one ean obtain that the remification divisor is

I

a union of six lines which we will denote by L., i=1, .. ,6. All these lines intersect in 15 points.
1

For the proof of these facts see [G&H] chapter 6. Let us denote again by A 2 the image of

PA
I
(A 2). It is clear that if we blow up the singular points Al and A 2 on tPI2q(J(C)) and

denote the -2 curves which we obtain after those two blows up by PI and P 2 , then PI and P 2

will be two sections of the elliptie fibration obtained in Proposition 2.a.. It is clear that the

praimages of the two lines in CP2 that pass through A J will be a conie on tPI2Q(J(C)) whieh

eontain exactly 6 double points. After the blows up we get on the aboved described elliptie

fihration of K(C) two degenerate fihres of type 16. The other degenerate fibres we will obtain

from the hyperplanes that passes through Al' A 2 and any of the rest of the double points on

4'12Q(J(C)), Le. those double points that do not He niether on PI nor on P2' It ia easy to see

that we have exactly 6 double points that do not He niether on PI nor on P2. So from here we

obtain 6 singular fihres of type 12 • From the formula of the Euler eharacteristics of K(C), i.e.

24=X(K(C))=L:x(singular fibres)

we get th~t these are all singular fibres of the elliptic fibration described above. For the proof

of the above mentioned formula see [G&H] chapter 4.

Proof of Proposition 2.c.:

Construction of sections of thc elliptic fibration.

Let us denote by C I , .... 'C16 the translates of C in J(C) by the points of order 2, whieh we

will denote by A I , .... ,A16 • It is easy to prove that

F ACTl. Eaeh Ci contains exaetly 6 two torsion points

FACT2. a. Any two differen't C. 'and C· iritersects in two different points of order two on J(C)
, '. 1 /' J,' \

b. Through two different Ai' a:tid Af'pass-~exactly two different C k and Cl'

c. On the union of two different C.' and C· thereare exactly 10 points of order 2.
I J \ ,

For the proves of these two facts see' [GH) chapter 6.

FACT3. <P12Q(Ci ) for i=I, ... ,16 is a plane nonsingular conie on J(C)/±id which eontains

exactly 6 double rational points.

PROOF OF FACT3:

From the way we deflned C: we \;ee that each of the eurve C· is invarian under the involution

x- -x, whose fixed\points lare ex~t( the two-tor~ion point~ on J(C). This is the canonieal
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involution of the hyper-elliptic curves C·:I From here and the fact that the linear system 12Cj
" Ir· I~ /'---

define a map J(C)---+J(C)/±id FA~T 3 follows directly.

\

Q.E.D.

FACT4. From the way we defined the elliptic pencil on cPI2Q(J(C)) and FACT2 it follows that

the two singular fibres of the typ~ 16 are obtain from the images of the two say Cl and C 2

that intersect each '<;>ther in ~l arld....A 2/and the rest\of the 8 blown up points that He on Cl and
\ .,/ \

C2 •

PROOF OF FACT 4:

This follows directly from the description of the fibres of type 16 we gave above and the fact

that 12CI gives the caonical map J(C)--+J(C)/±idCCP3.

Q.E.D.

DEFINITION.

Let us denote the points of order two that lie on Cl and C 2 by AI,A2l ... ,AIO. Let Cl contains

AIlA2 ,··,A6 ·

Now we are ready to COllstruct 8 sections from C I , .. ,C I6 . Namely an easy calculation show

that there are exactly 8 curves among C I ,."C I6 say Ci " .. ,ei with the following property:
1 8

(**) Each of the curve C
1J

passes through either Al or A 2 and contains A k , where k=3,4,5 , 6.

SUBLEMMA 1. Each of the curve CI defined by (**) is a section of our elliptic fibration.
j

PROOF OF TIlE SUBLEMMA 1:

From FACT4 it follows that the proper image of each of Ci for k=1, .. ,8 intersect one of
k

the

singular fibre of type 16 in one point, this point is obtained in the following way: Let

Cl nC ik =A I UA3· Clearly th~t after we b}öw up the image of the point A 3 in cPI2CI(J(C)) then

CI will intersect transvers~~"tlfe~-~-ur~ that is obtain after the blow up exactly in one
k I .

point. Since blow up of Al is a two section of o~r elliptic fibration we get that each of the C.
lk

/
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ia a seetion of our fibration.

Q.E.D.

REMARK. From all thia diseussion it follows that we ean eonsider I«C) as an elliptic eurve

over the fileld of rational functions over C with one variable C(T) since we ean fix one of the
I .: ~ {} \

. h . ./ (>C) / !seetlOn as t e zero pomt on 'I< . j -- ~
i

)

SUBLEMMA 2. The rank of the Mordell- \Veil group of K(C) is equal to one.
\

PRGGF GF THE SUBLEMMA 2:

In order to prove Sublemm~ we need to use the following formula of Shioda-Tate for elliptie

surfaces:
\

\
-. \'"./'

p=r+2+L (mv-I)
vES

\
\

\

where p ia the Pieard number of the elliptie surface, r is the rank of the l\.10rdell-Weil group

and ffiv ia the number of the irreducible eomponents of the singular fibres. (See [Sh].)

Notice that p of K(C) ia 17 and simple ealculations show that L: (mv-1)=14. So plugging
vES

these numbers in the Shioda-Tate formula we ge that r=l.

Q.E.D.

So Proposition 2. is proved.

Q.E.D.

#2. THE PRGGF GF TUE THEOREM.

I ~ U \ .
...,/ ;,-' _page6
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From [G&H] chapter 6 we know that the linear system
16

14C -L:: E i l

i=l

on j(C), where j(C) is obtained from J(C) by blowing up the 16 2-torsion points on J(C) gives

~ 5
a regular two to one map of J (C) --+- K( C) C CP .

THEOREM.

Let C be a curve of genus 2 given~ by y2=(x-qd ...(x- Q6)' where qi eQ. Let K(C) be the
, ' V \

Kummer Burf~ce defined 1rii'the/ft:trbduc~ion. "Ve know that we have an cmbedding
I ,

I I

K(C)(Q)CCP5(Q). We have with respcct to t~e \Veil function on K(C) defined from the

embedding K(C)(Q)CCP5(Q) the following inequality:
, 1 1

#{ XE,K(C)CCpn(Q)1 H(x):5h}:sc(logh)::!h 2

where c is a positive constan~.

\

PROOF OF THE THEOREM:

\

The proof of this theorem is based on the following Lemma.

LEMMA. Let C be defined as folIows:

Let K(C) be the Kummer surface associated with C. \Ve know from proposition 2 that K(C) is

an elliptic curve over C(T) and its MordeIl -v\Teil group has rank 1. Let 0"0 be the zero element

and 0"1 be the generator of the Mordell-Weil group. Then for any k let O"k=kO"l' vVe know that

O"k are sections of the elliptic fibration 1r:K(C)-+Cpl. Then all O"k are defincd over Q and more

over each O'k contains an infinite number of rational points.

PROOF OF TIIE LEMMA:

From Proposition 2 we know that K(C) is an elliptic fibration over Cpl which have

seetions constructed in Proposition 2. Here we will make a very important remark, namely
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since C is defined as folIows:

and since the images of C. on K(C) are plane curves of dgree 2 whic contain six rational
1

points, 60 all these conies are defined over Q and contain infinite number of rational points./ ;., I \
I ..,'

h h /" ~ . /. --d- fi d Q d . . fi . b fFrom ere we get that t e sectlOns O'k -are e llle over an contalll an III lllite num er 0
/

rational points. So any section which we obtain 'using the group law of the elliptic curve K(C)

over C(T) are rational curves defined over Q and contain infinite number of rational points.

Q.E.D.

REMARK. The arguments, which will be used later are based on this lemma.
\. \

Before stirting the proo{ we/will remind the reader the following facts:

FACT 1.

Let A be an abelian variety defined over global field F. From the ~10rdell-WeilTheorem and a

refined Neron-Tate height Hone deduce that:

r

#{XEA(F)I H(x)=:;h}-c(logh)2

where r is the rank of A(F) and c is a canstant that can be expressed throughcard(A(F))tor

and the volume of the ellipsoid :fI: :51. See [FMTJ.

FACT 2.

For pn Schauuel proved:

#{xElPn(Q)1 H(x)$h}_ch
n+1

For the proof of this fact see [Sc].

We proved that the rank of ~10rdell-Weil group of K(C) over C(T) is oue. Since Pic Cpl=l,

from a theorem proved by Silvermann we know that for aB points of Cpl over whieh the

elliptic curves Et are defined over Q except finite num ber of them the rank of Mordell- Weil

group of these elliptic curves will be the same as Of1T:K(C) --+Cpl, i.e. 1. For the proof of this

I ~", . U \

/ / '~
I page8
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Theorem of Silvermann see chapter IX of [L]. Let me fix a generic elliptic curve E(Q) of this

fibration with Mordell-Weil rank 1. Let x1l... ,xn be all points on E(Q)/TorE(Q) with the

property that H(xi)<h. From the LEMMA proved above it follows that all of them are

generated by the two sections (To and (Tl of K(C) __ ClP l . On the other hand we know that

(a)

(See [FMT].)

1

n -Cl (logh)2

~t:. /' . .-:\- (,
We know that each Xk~(TknE(Q), where (Tk is a section equal to k1(Tl for some kl EZ in

\

the sence of group law of the elliptic curve K(C) over C(T). On each (Tk we have by the

theorem of Schanuel:

2

{ }
, deg(Tk 5

(**) # XE(Tk l H(x),<h -cJh _ ".' .7ere deg(Tk=\(TklL) L ia the hyperplane in Cl? (See [LD.
. .

So from (*) and (**) we get:

1

(***) #{XEK(C)I H(x)$h}-#(torsion points of K(C)/C(T))t c2h deg(Tk l where n-cllogh.
k=l

So from (***) we get the following estimate:

1
1 mmdeg(Tk#{XEK(C)I H(x)$h}$#(torsion points of K(C)/C(T)CIC2(logh)~hk

From Proposition 2 it follows immediately that
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i.e. it is achieved on the images of C. under the map of the linear system 14C-~E·l. So our
1 L.. 1

theorem is proved.

Q.E.D.

SOME REMARKS.

&. Mukai and Mori proved that if X is any algebraic 1(3 surface, then after blowing up certain

amount of points on X, then we havc an elliptic fibration 'JT:X ........ Cpl, even more they

constructed a section U of 'JT. So we have bascally the same situation as in the case of the

Kummer surface, that was treated in this article. But it is impossible for me to see if this

section is defined over Q. SO one should expect the same estimates as we obtained for the

Kummer surface.
I \ U

b. It will be interesring to checi( the/Bog~mol~v's conjecure, namely that any rational point on
/

a K3 surface He on a rational curve ~or K(C).

\

\

\

\,
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